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REPLY IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS
TO WITNESSES AND JTJRORS REGARDING VICTIM IMPACT EVIDENCE

lD-2421

Mr. Holmes, through counsel, submits the following in reply to the prosecution's

response to the defense's motion for specific instnrctions to witnesses and juors regarding

victim impact evidence lD-2a21:

l. The prosecution bizanely appears to contest the proposition that the Court has an

obligation to administer justice, protect Mr. Holmes's constitutional rights and to erururs that the

proceedings nrn smoothly and effEciently. The defense finds this perplexing. While the

prosecution may reasonably disagree with what is required to effectuate these obligations, it is
axiomatic that the Court has an obligation to ensure that the proceedings are fair to the defendant

and that justice is administered.

2. The instnrctions that the defense has proposed are supported by the case law cited.

There is absolutely nothing in Colorado law that prwludes the Court from administering such an

instnrction. In fact, when evidence is introduced for a limited purpose, it is common and

appropriate for courts to administer a contemporaneous limiting instnrction to the jwy. See, e.9.,

People v. Leoturd,872 P.zd 1325,1330-31 (Colo. App. 1993) (trial court properly concluded

that similar mnsaction evidence was admissible to show motive, *subject to giving appropriate
limiting insfuctions to the jury"); People v. Dist. Court for Second Judicial Dist.,l95 Colo. 570,

573, 580 P.2d 388, 390 (1978) (if court concludes that prior inconsistent statement may not be

offered for the tuth of the fact to which it relates, but still may be used for the limited purpose of
impeachment, "then Instruction 4:8 should be given contemporaneously, thus limiting the jury's
consideration of the specific evidence to impeachment of the witness.").



3. The prosecution wrongly suggests that a jury can consider victim impact evidence

for any purposes it wishes. It is axiomatic that the purpose of a capital sentencing hearing is to

*r.*r th. ir\rndont't moral culpability and blameworthiness. See Tant v. Stephens' 46? U.S.

g62,g7g (19g3) (*What is important at the selection stage [of a capital sentencing triat] is an

individualized determination on the basis of the character of the individual and the circumstances

of the crime." (emphasis added)); see also Eddings v. Oklahoma,455 U.S. 104, ll2 (1982);

Lockett v. Ohio, +fg U.S. 586,605 (1978); Enmund v. Florida,458 U'S.782,801 (1982)

(punishment in a capital case "must k tailored to [a defendant's] personal responsibility and

ioral guilt."; Woodson v. North Carolina,428 U.S. 280, 304 (1976) (sentencer must focus on
..relev;t facets of the character and record of the individual offender"). Even Payne recognized

that the purpose of victim impact evidence is to "assess meaningfully the defendant's moral

culpabilitly and blameworthiness." Payne v. Tennessee, S0l U.S. 808, 825 (1991)'

4, Victim impact evidence has the strong potential to distract the jury of its task of

making a reasoned moral-response when imposing a sentence in this case. If the Court does not

providl a proper limiting instruction guiding and directing the jury's consideration of this

evidence, there is a high fkelihood that the jury will allow emotion and sympathy to overwhelm

its verdict. See, e.g.,-people v. lYelsh,80 P.3d 296,2Og (CoIo.2003) (abuse of discretion for

trial court to allowivhat ii deemed rebuttal evidence to come in during case-in-chief and failing

to provide any sort of limiting instruction as to the purpose of that evidence, which improperly

tefi tne jury ..io assign to suchlestimony whatever meaning the jury itself deemed appropriate")'

5. The cases cited by the prosecution in which the trial courts' rejection of defense-

proposed limiting instructions on victim impact evidence was upheld on appeal are inapposite.

The facts and circumstances of those cases, and the language of those proposed instructions, are

different from the proposed instnrctions in this case.

6. Finally, in Order C-139, the Court requested the defense to address the timeliness

of this motion. The defense believes this motion is timely pursuant to the Court's own order. At

the May 29, ZAl4 hearing, the Court requested that the parties provide the Court with any
..cortempoftrneous limiting instructions" thiy were requesting at or before thc pretrial conference

that is currently scheduleJ for November 3, 2014. .See Transcript, May 29_,2A14, p. 67. This

motion is a request for a contemporaneous limiting instruction, and was filed almost 4 weeks

ahead ofthe pre-trial status conference.

7. The Court should accept and rule on this motion.



Mr. Holmes files this reply, and makes all other motions and objections in this case,

whether or not specifically noted at the time of making the motion or objection, on the following
grounds and authorities: the Due Process Clause, the Right to a Fair Trial by an Impanial Jury,

the Rights to Counsel, Equal Protection, Confrontation, and Compulsory Process, the Rights to

Remain Silent and to Appeal, and the Right to be Free from Cruel and Unusual Punishment,

pursuant to the Federal and Colorado Constitutions generally, and specifically, the First, Fourth,

Fiftt, Sixth, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States

Constitutions, and Article II, sections 3,6,7,10, ll, 16, 18,20,23,25 and 28 of the Colorado

Constitution.
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